
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
Tuesday, February 21, 2017 

Treasure Mountain Inn 
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

 
 

 
SUBJECT:	Greetings	from	the	new	Historic	Park	City	Executive	Director 

The	end	of	2016	was	a	whirlwind.	In	case	it	was	for	some	of	you	as	well,	I	am	Michael	Barille	the	new	Executive	Director	
for	the	HPCA.	Alison	Kuhlow	and	our	esteemed	Executive	Committee	members	asked	me	to	take	the	reins	last	October.	I	
couldn’t	be	more	honored	to	be	working	with	such	an	important	Park	City	organization.	I	have	spent	the	last	several	
months	attempting	to	get	to	know	more	of	our	member	businesses	and	to	understand	your	challenges	and	the	
opportunities	you	see	for	us	to	continue	to	have	a	vital	role	as	the	heart	of	the	Park	City	community.	I’ve	also	had	the	
opportunity	to	immediately	immerse	myself	in	the	heart	of	the	holiday	and	event	season	for	our	district	and	to	start	to	
learn	how	our	partnerships	are	working	and	what	could	potentially	be	more	effective.	 

2017	is	shaping	up	to	be	a	very	important	year	for	the	HPCA	with	our	key	partners	engaging	us	on	some	big	projects,	
operational	initiatives,	and	policy	discussions	that	will	start	to	shape	our	future	for	years	to	come.	Just	to	name	a	few:	 

• Development	of	the	Brew	Pub	Plaza 
• Implementation	of	new	Parking	and	Transportation	infrastructure	 
• The	role	of	government	and	key	stakeholders	in	influencing	Tenant	Mix	and	Vacancy	 
• Events	and	the	role	they	play	in	economic	development,	their	ability	to	engage	the	community,	and	the	HPCA’s	

role	as	a	partner 
• How	local	businesses	maintain	a	viable	workforce	in	an	increasingly	expensive	place	to	live.	 

These	issues	aren’t	new	to	our	community	or	to	you	as	businesses	owners	and	employees.	However,	we	are	reaching	
the	tipping	point	on	many	of	these	issues.	There	is	funding	and	political	will	to	effect	imminent	changes	on	some	of	the	
issues	and	projects	you	all	have	been	working	on	for	years.	 

So	consider	this	my	call	to	action.	The	HPCA	needs	you	now	more	than	ever.	We	need	your	ideas,	your	energy,	your	
voices,	and	your	participation.	We	need	you	to	help	us	sort	out	the	most	effective	ways	to	engage	our	partners,	improve	
the	viability	of	your	amazing	and	creative	businesses,	and	to	maintain	our	reputation	as	the	heart	of	a	world	class	
community	and	destination.	Whether	you	are	a	brand	new	business	still	trying	to	figure	out	the	dynamics	of	our	local	
market,	a	fixture	in	our	community,	or	somewhere	in	between	we	need	your	participation.	 

We	hope	the	HPCA	can	be	a	fostering	environment	where	member	businesses	can	make	direct	person	to	person	
connections,	where	successful	entrepreneurs	share	ideas	and	resources	and	identify	needs	that	help	provide	solutions	at	
each	stage	of	your	business	growth	and	development.	 

We	hope	you	will	follow	our	newsletter	and	attend	our	monthly	meetings,	but,	even	more	importantly,	volunteer	to	
serve	of	one	our	issue	specific	committees,	come	to	a	City	Council	meeting	to	lend	your	voice,	or	just	call	me	directly	and	
share	your	best	ideas	for	what	we	can	contribute	as	a	staff	to	make	our	district	stronger	and	your	businesses	even	more	
vital.	 
 
Thank you, 
Michael  



 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

Tuesday, February 21, 2017 
Treasure Mountain Inn 
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 

 
 

Mission statement: 
To promote, enhance and encourage an atmosphere that is beneficial to the businesses of Historic Park City 
and the community, while informing and building consensus among property owners, merchants and 
governmental agencies. 
 
HPCA Regular Meeting 
I.  Roll Call                          (Sandra)   8:30am 
  
II. Minutes from December, 2016 (last page of packet)                    (Sandra)    8:35am 
     
III.  Public Input (Any matter of business not scheduled on agenda) (Sandra/Michael)  8:40am 
           (Marketing Snapshot) 
 
IV. New Member Consideration          8:45am 

• Ed Shaul as replacement for Georgia Anderson / Deer Valley Ex-Officio 
• New member businesses in attendance wishing to address the group 

 
V. Sundance 2017 Re-Cap and Input  (Jenny Diersen and Jason Glidden)  8:50am 

• Opening Weekend / The March / Operations (Impacts, Successes, Lessons Learned) 
• Lower Main Street Installation  
• Mobile Theatre – Post Office 
• Parking Plan (Duration, Management, Employee Parking, Ideas for Improvement) 
• Transportation, Taxi / Shuttle Pick up and Drop off zones 
• Overall Suggestions for 2018 

 
VI. Demand Based Parking Implementation Plan (Michael Barille and John Kenworthy) 9:40am 
 

• Employees needed for Implementation Planning Committee 
• Consultant Selection of Dixon Resources Unlimited 
• Phase I Draft Implementation Plan to be presented at one of next two meetings 
• Focus on Signage and Aesthetic that is more welcoming and user friendly 
• Technology, Employee Solutions, Transportation Elements still TBD 

 
VII. Other Committees will be soliciting additional nominees / participation (Michael Barille) 9:50am 

• Events  
• Trash and Recycling 

 
VIII. Adjourn Regular Meeting         10:00am  
 
 
Future Meetings 
Note: This future meeting schedule is TENTATIVE and subject to change.  
  
March 21, 2017 
April 19, 2017 
May 17, 2017 
 
 



HPCA MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS SNAPSHOT 
FEBRUARY BOARD MEETING 

 
WEBSITE PERFORMANCE – DECEMBER 22 – JANUARY 21 

– Compared to 2016 web traffic was up 16% (more 3,000 visits) to 11,735. 
– Visits were flat compared to the prior period (November 21 – December 21)  

 
CONTENT UPDATES 

– We are in the middle of collecting assets for video vignettes from the winter season. We’ll have the final 
vignettes prepared for release this spring, but will launch the edits next fall.  

 
SOCIAL UPDATES 

– We received nearly 70,000 impressions through our Facebook efforts from December 22 – January 21.  
– We should are at 4,500 Facebook fans and nearly 1,500 Instagram followers.  

 
ADDITIONAL PROJECTS 

– We are working on strategic plans for the 2017-18 fiscal year. We will present the direction of the plan 
at the March board meeting. 

– We will be working on media plans for our Spring campaign and plan to launch the campaign April 17.  
 

 
 
 
Sundance 2017 Recap 
 
This year’s festival was a wild one. It featured an unusual if temporary lack of traditional brick and mortar 
sponsor venues, two new on street official festival venues, complaints about a communication gap, the last 
minute addition of an unaffiliated major demonstration, the biggest snow storm of the winter, and ended with 
the resignation of the Festival Director. There are undoubtedly operational and infrastructure aspects we saw 
this year that we may never see again, some that will look to be repeated, and others that need to be modified 
going forward. We want our members to have the chance to share their experiences in the midst of this very 
important time of year and to offer suggestions for improvement that we can look to incorporate in reviewing 
the festival implementation plans with the City next year. The HPCA staff will circulate an on line survey to all 
of our members this week soliciting your feedback. We will also facilitate a discussion with the City Staff at 
this month’s board meeting to have some direct dialogue about what worked and what didn’t both from the 
City’s perspective and that of HPCA member businesses. Please come with good notes from your experiences, 
good ideas, and a collaborative attitude. The City is our partner in trying to mitigate impacts, maximize 
opportunities for mutual success, and our best ally in influencing changes for future festival planning. 
 
Please take a moment to complete the HPCA Sundance Survey: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/Sundance2017 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Demand Based Parking Implementation 
 
Michael Barille and John Kenworthy have been the HPCA representative as the City Staff has embarked on 
defining some of the scope for this initiative and choosing a consultant to help with implementation. The lead 
consultant will be Dixon Resources Unlimited lead by Julie Dixon. In addition they are bringing in task specific 
partners to help with signage, technology, communications, and other specific aspects of the plan. We have met 
with the consultants and some of the likely partners and have been impressed with their experience and 
proposed approach. They have worked in some of the busiest metropolitan areas as well as some very similar 
destination towns such as (Portland, OR; Seattle, WA; San Francisco, CA; Santa Barbara, CA; Sausalito, CA; 
and others) 
 
It is now almost time to begin the hard work of setting firm implementation goals, timelines, strategies, 
coordinating paired transportation initiatives and communicating these elements to our members and the 
broader community we serve. It is likely that there could be a number of task specific meetings or committees 
where we will need participation and help from our members. The first such area is in developing portions of 
the plan that work for employees of our businesses. If you have an employee who is a good strategic thinker, 
has the time, experience over the course of at least a couple seasons, and would be a good fit for working with 
the committee on this vitally important area of the plan; please submit suggested names and contact information 
to Michael Barille or John Kenworthy. We do have a few suggestions that have floated to the top already but 
definitely would like to have a few more. Michael or John will also be looking to draft business owners to 
participate in other issue specific discussions. So please be thinking about how parking and transportation 
solutions could improve the district and be ready to participate if called upon if you possibly can. 
 
Other Opportunities for Participation 
 
There will also be other areas where we will be looking for member participation as we look to make 
adjustments and refine our strategic plan for the New Year. Events are an ever present influence on our 
members and the community. Sometimes a stressor and often a shot in the arm as well. We will be looking to 
dig a little deeper into events in the coming months to look more specifically at the differences in events of 
various sizes and requiring varying levels of participation from HPCA members and staff. For events such as 
Halloween and the Electric Light Parade we will be examining costs versus benefits and whether there are 
improvements in format or operations that could help us achieve a better return on the investment for events we 
co-sponsor or produce. Large yearly events like Sundance, Arts Festival, Fourth of July, and others with a big 
volume of participants and big potential impacts; we will be examining how to become more integrated and 
seamless, how to achieve earlier and more thorough review of operational / implementation plans developed by 
festival organizers and the City, and how to improve the timeliness and detail of communications with our 
members. New and mid-size events will continue to receive our attention in terms of how best to evaluate an 
events potential for positive economic impacts, improved communication and coordination with our 
membership, and how to minimize negative impacts to our district and the community through preplanning. 
Member volunteers wishing to help with this set of issues should contact Michael Barille or Lisa Phinney for 
more information. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
New Board Member Consideration 
 
Georgia Anderson of Deer Valley has had to step down as our Ex-Officio resort representative from Deer 
Valley due to a conflicting meeting with her responsibilities on the senior management team for the resort. She 
has nominated Ed Shaul, Senior Marketing Brand Coordinator for Deer Valley to replace her on our board. 
Pending the consent of a majority of the current board members we would like to welcome Ed to participate 
with us and be our liaison to Deer Valley. Ed has some fantastic experience and perspectives to share as 
outlined below: 
 
Ed Shaul is the senior marketing brand coordinator for Deer Valley Resorts. Hired in November of 2005, Ed 
held two previous positions with the resort prior to joining the Marketing department in March of 2007. Ed 
works with a team that provides Deer Valley and Solitude Mountain Resort’s print marketing, advertising and 
collateral pieces, as well as monitors the Marketing department’s budget for both resorts. A Massachusetts 
native, Ed moved to Park City in 1985 and has been a Summit and Wasatch County resident for nearly 32 years. 
He spent time working on Main Street in Park City at several restaurants during the first 20 years of his time in 
the area, including the Eating Establishment, Ichiban Sushi and Bangkok Thai on Main. Ed has also worked in 
the lodging and group sales sectors at Identity Properties, Shadow Ridge Hotel and the Olympia Park Hotel 
(now the Park City Marriott). Ed graduated from the University of Vermont in 1983 with a B.S. degree in 
Recreation Management. He enjoys skiing, mountain biking, backpacking, river running, golfing and spending 
time with his loved ones.  



 
 

DRAFT 
Minutes of the Board of Directors Meeting 
Tuesday December 20, 2016 8:30 a.m. 

Treasure Mountain Inn 
 

BOD Attendance: Michael Barille, Sandra Morrison, Lori Harris, Emerson Oliveira, Melissa Barry, 
Puggy Holmgren, Judy Cullen, John Kenworthy, Greg Ottoson, Craig Elliott, Cristina Aguirre, Ginger 
Ries (ex-officio), Scott Thompson, Karen Flinn, Chris Retzer, Susan Meyer 
 
Absent: Sandra Morrison, Maren Mullin (ex-officio), Michael Diamond 
 
Others present: Georgia Anderson (ex-officio), Becca Gerber, Meisha Lawson, Emily Elliot, Bob 
Kollar, Jason Glidden, Lynn Ware-Peak, Lisa Phinney, Tim Henney, Mike Sweeney, Michael Kaplan, 
and Alfred Knotts. 
 
Michael asked for a motion to approve the Minutes from November 15, 2016. John K. made a motion 
to approve the minutes. Puggy seconded. Unanimous approval of the minutes. Noted: Meisha was in 
attendance and Lori was not.  
 
Public Input (Any matter of business not scheduled on agenda) 
Georgia Anderson announced her resignation from her position as ex-officio HPCA Board. We thank 
Georgia for her time and valuable input. Georgia has proposed Ed Shaul as her replacement.  
  
Michael introduced Jenny Dierson to discuss Sundance and year-end reminders.  
Summary: Jenny presented the highlights of the Sundance Supplemental / Operational Plan for 2017 
approved by Council at the end of last week. Jenny’s presentation highlighted the programming and 
timeframes for street and plaza closures in the district and how day to day business operational 
concerns have been addressed. Outreach prior to approval was coordinated with almost all the 
businesses immediately proximate to programmed / closed public areas.  

• Jenny discussed – 2 major changes reviewed. Closure on 5th Street for Cinetransformer. 
Activation is to connect the Basecamp to the Lower Festival Village.  

• There will be Post Office Parking for mail pickup/drop-off.  
• Lower Main will be Festival Village. 7th and 9th Street closures will start on the 15th through 31st.  
• Deer Valley World Cup Concert is on February 1st.  
• David Gustofson & Tina from Sundance worked on outreach prior to the festival.  
• Jenny showed Sundance delivery areas on a slide.  
• Main St. Parking removal starts 1/17/17.  
• Main St. parking map; parking was added in the back of the post office as well as a ride share 

and taxi drop area. 
• Flag Pole lot parking was added back to parking availability. 
• The City has translated all of their communications to Spanish this year.  

 
January 4th is the deadline for temporary business permits. 
 
Lori asked about paid parking at the Flagpole lot? Yes. Jenny stated it will be $25 for the first five 
days of the festival and $10 after that.  
 
Lori asked about taxi services and locations?  



• Jenny – It is important to note that it isn’t Uber only spot but ride share, taxis, shuttles etc. 
• Jason – Worked with Uber this year on identifying a proper location.  
• Alfred – We will block out spots on Main St.  

Michael asked if there would be signage noting where drop off and pick up is? Yes. The City stated 
there would be signage.  
John Kenworthy asked for a status update on the Brew Pub parking lot.  Jenny responded that there 
are satellite trucks and security stationed there. 
Bob Wells Plaza is Basecamp; same as last year.  
Emily asked if anything different would be going on with Swede Alley? It is a nightmare. It is a parking 
lot. Suggestion is to have police monitoring to keep traffic going. Taking a left into China Bridge to pay 
is difficult.  
Jenny responded that police would be there and are very aware of the situation.  The reason the taxi 
drop-off has been put where it was due to the width of the road at that spot.  
 John K. asked about parking enforcement for “waiting” cars. Jenny said there is a company 
contracted to keep people from idling and instructing cars where to park.  
Michael asked for a contact if businesses have issues with parking or idling cars? Jenny stated that 
any of the team would welcome calls. Jenny, Jason, Alfred, Tommy or Michael.  
Emily praised the temporary stop signs that were used in the past.  
Jason stated there are additional Residential signage as well this year.  
Lori asked about MLK weekend and street closure. What was the feedback from Merchants? 18/18 
businesses were supportive. Their concern was only deliveries.  
Lisa will add this question to the post-Sundance survey. Lori would like to see the MLK weekend 
return to what it used to be.  
John K. asked about construction in January. Jason responded that there will not be construction 
during the festival itself. Jenny stated they have restricted dates.  
Lori asked about the old Mediterranean building. Michael Diamond is opening Church Public House. 
Lori asked if it was full time? Yes, it is full time. Lori is happy to see that corner activated.  
 
Lynn Ware Peak introduced and discussed the Window Displays. Lynn used her own superlatives 
which were really fun.  

• Root’d won 1st place and Most likely to make you want to curl up with a cup of hot chocolate.  
• Best use of wildlife – Deer Valley 
• Best use of recycled materials – Gallery Mar 
• Made me feel like I was at Granma’s House – Flanagan 

 
Lynn discussed participants in Main Street events.  

• Feedback from Main Street. We are a world class town so “podunky” events like the Electric 
Light Parade is not the right message. 

• Let’s look at ways to get more involvement.  
 
Municipal Projects 2017 - Lynn Ware-Peek provided a brief overview of major infrastructure projects 
planned for the district in the coming construction season. General project scope and rough timing will 
be discussed as well as best process for gathering input and mitigating impacts in the months 
between now and the start of construction for these projects. Projects include, Swede Alley Utilities, 
Brew Pub Plaza, and the last section of Sidewalk and Curb Replacement on Upper Main. 



 
After resorts close: 

• The final stretch of sidewalk project starts the day after resorts closed starting at Burns up to 
Grappa.  

• Storms drains will be put in and should move quickly starting around The EE.  
Michael reiterated that we will present a more formal presentation on all of this construction and this 
is an overview only.  

• Heber Ave beginning on Main St. to Park Ave – waterline replacement. It is starting at Main St. 
so it won’t impact Silly Market or Savor the Summit. 8 weeks of construction.  

• Swede Alley by 4th Street (Elegante) up to Swede Alley – Mid June will have water and sewer 
line replacement. Lots of impacts there. Will go through mid-October. Jason will be working 
with all impacted; parade staging, etc.  

• Nick Rowe from Water Dept. is the Project Manager. 
• Clint MacAfee & Lynn will be on KPCW roll out the information on this.  
• Jason stated there will be 2 accesses that will remain open.  

Michael asked for temporary directional signage. Jason stated there will be signage. 
 

• Utilities – early to mid 80s was last time these things were replaced. Proactive 
approach.  

• Brew Pub Plaza – Bob Kohler asked if it will be under construction next summer? Yes. Lynn 
expects it to be under construction. 

• Bob K - Asked if Miner’s Park be under construction? No. 
• Alfred – late summer; early fall for BP Plaza 
• Susan Meyer – Can you restate when sidewalks will be under construction? Yes. After ski 

season. Gallery will be affected towards second half of the project. Goal is to get it done by 4th 
of July. 

 
Parking - Demand Based Pricing Implementation - McKenzie Coulson, recently hired by the City to 
manage Parking and City Fleet Management gave overview of her experience and plans to engage 
our membership in developing the implementation plan.  

• Kenzie will be managing parking implementation for Main St & downtown area. 
• Background; First came to PC in 2003, lives in Prospector; worked with Sundance Film 

Festival on all areas of operations.  
• Not one to shy away from a challenge; wants to use skillset to dig in. Very sensitive to the 

nature of the parking project.  
• Last Thursday went to council with a service provider agreement which was accepted. The 

service provider is getting started right away on sourcing technology. 
• Project Manager will come to us on Jan 9th with technological solutions. 

 
Michael stated that Kenzie brings great energy & has great logistics experiences.  
Kenzie stated that Dixon Resources Unlimited is the project manager and has extensive experience. 
Newport Beach, Palo Alto, are a couple of examples. They have over 30 municipalities that they have 
experience with. We are looking to go high-tech but easy-tech as well. They are experts in technology 
but also want to engage on the ground and make sure it’s working. 
 
John K. applauded The City for going in this direction and thanked Kenzie for her contribution.  
 
Kenzie stated that they are trying to open a second entrance on Swede Alley and is aware of the 
sensitivity of the issues on Main St.  



 
John K. mentioned that the stop sign on Marsac is an issue. If we could have a manned station there 
to let traffic through, that may help. Sometimes it can be an hour to get down from Montage.  
 
Jason stated that it is a state highway and will look at it.  
 
Mike Sweeney praised Kenzie and has worked with her in the past. Very happy to have her on board. 
 
Marketing Input - Meisha Lawson-Ross discussed the success of the last years marketing efforts and 
preferred adjustments for 2017. Further discussion and plan development will be scheduled for early 
next year. She is soliciting broad direction for what to bring forward in draft plans. 
 

• Meisha discussed participation in activation. 
• Communication & input from merchants is very important. How can we do our job better? 

Some of the things we do work well, others are losing energy.  
• Free parking promotions, for example. Are we sending mixed messages to the consumer? Is 

that something that needs to be adjusted? Would love your feedback.  
• Events are changing and becoming more expensive; insurance rates are increasing, paying for 

emergency services, etc.  As we continue to communicate we would love your feedback to 
make sure the efforts we are doing are benefiting the merchants. 

• We are looking for members for the Marketing committee. The next meeting is Jan. 6th at 
8:30am. 

• Now is the time to plan for promoting Main St. and applying for grants. Participation and 
feedback is always appreciated. 

• How do we get more and more people energized? Electric Parade for example. 
 

Michael would love to talk about the Electric Parade at a later date and maybe switch it up to a 
holiday stroll? 
 
Emily discussed a countdown “light up.” Meisha responded that there were some issues with The City 
on that this year.  
 
Is Small Business Saturday the right day to do the Electric Parade? Spectators love it and Main St. is 
full.  
 
Becca talked about participating in the parade. One challenge is the weather. The fact is many people 
don’t have a spot to put things together. Is there a bus barn we could use to put lights on cars, for 
example? 
 
Could we have more merchants participate?  
 
Becca also stated that delaying the opening of the resorts hurt the participation as well. Shops were 
just too busy.  
 
Lisa reminded everyone that the Board Packets, Minutes, Newsletters and other information is 
located on the HPCA website. 
 
Lynn added a comment on the Christmas lights not continuing up Main Street. When 205 was under 
construction, the lamp pole was removed. We tried really hard to make this work. Just as an FYI. 
 
John K. put in a plug for John Murcko’s new restaurant Firewood. Terrific addition to Main Street.  



 
Susan Meyer added a comment on lighting. At the corner of the old Kimball Art Center, the lights 
around Kimball were out. It was very, very hard to see pedestrians. Lynn to look into it. It may have 
been construction related.  
 
Tim Henney wanted to add that it has been an amazing year for this organization and for the 
community. We have had discussions, conversations, etc. Now we have a year ahead of 
implementation. The leg work has been done and now we are at the stage of exciting implementation. 
You are a very dynamic group and organization and this is going to be an exciting time. Michael is a 
huge asset as Executive Director and he looks forward to the future. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 10:10am. 
  
 
 
 
 


